DORA THE EXPLORER EPISODE GUIDE

This is a copy of the episode descriptions that Nick Jr. sends to the television listings companies. We’ve left it in their language so you can see how Nick Jr. describes the different Dora the Explorer episodes.

Season 1:

Show 101: “The Big Red Chicken”
Dora and Boots read about a chicken that’s as big as a house and set off to meet him. First they’ll have to cross a broken Bridge, then open a locked Gate, and at last they’ll reach the Big Red Hill. But where’s the Big Red Chicken?

Show 102: “Lost and Found”
Dora and Boots find a little baby blue bird who fell out of her nest. Poor bird! She’s wet and cold and misses her mommy. Can Dora and Boots reunite baby with Mommy? They’ll have to go past the Bananas, through a Cornfield maze, all the way to the Little Blue Tree.

Show 103: “Hic-Boom-Ohhh”
Hic! Boom! Ohhhh!!! What’s that funny sound coming from Yellow Valley? Dora and Boots set off to investigate. They’ll have to go across the Noisy River, then tiptoe through the Quiet Forest, and that’s how they’ll get to Yellow Valley to find the sound.

Show 104: “Beaches”
Dora brings Boots a special present, a new floaty that will help him swim. Boots is thrilled, and they set off for the beach. But first they’ll have to go through the Dune maze (watch out for the crabs!), then fix the broken Boardwalk, and that’s how they’ll get to the beach.

Show 105: “Ice Cream”
Deedle deedee! Dora and Boots hear the ice cream truck nearby, but they just miss it. The truck will be stopping next at Coney Island. Can our hungry heroes reach Coney Island in time for a treat? They’ll have to hurry over Strawberry Mountain and across Chocolate Lake...

Show 106: “Choo Choo”
All aboard! It’s time for the big train race. First train to the Big Yellow Station wins a big whistle. The little blue train, Azul, doesn’t think he has a chance. So Dora and Boots climb on board and race with Azul over the Big Mountain and through the Dark Tunnel. Can they make it to the station before the other trains?

Show 107: “Treasure Island”
Dora and Boots find a blue key; it turns out it’s the key to a big treasure chest! With the help of their friend, the Pirate Parrot, Dora and Boots will have to make their way past the Lookout Tree, across Crocodile Lake, and then dig for treasure on Treasure Island.

Show 108: “Three Little Piggies”
Dora and Boots are at the farm today, bringing presents to the three little piggies. But when Swiper the fox shows up, the little pigs run away. Now one piggy is hiding in the Hayfield, one piggy is hiding in the Barn, and the littlest piggy went all the way to the Apple Tree. Dora and Boots have to catch the pigs before Swiper swipes their gifts!
Show 109: “Big River”
Oh no! Boots loses one of his shiny red boots in the Big River. Dora and Boots set off on a wild water adventure as they chase the runaway boot. They’ll have to go under a Bridge, row past the Rocks, and try to catch the boot before it goes over the Waterfall.

Show 110: “The Berry Hunt”
In this variation on the classic children’s song “Bear Hunt,” Dora and Boots go hunting for blueberries on Blueberry Hill. But they’ll have to be careful--Swiper the fox lives on Blueberry Hill! To get to Blueberry Hill, our heroes will need to cross the Icy Cold River, swing over the Prickly Forest, and stop the fox. But the hunt isn’t over yet…

Show 111: “Wizzle Wishes”
Dora and Boots meet a cute little Wizzle who lost his bag of wishes and can’t get home. Our heroes set off in search of the lost wishes. But their friends keep finding the wishes first, and their wishes get everyone into trouble. Dora and Boots must overcome a giant sunflower in Isa’s garden, a storm of raining nuts in the Nutty Forest, and slippery slopes at the Wishing Well.

Show 112: “Grandma’s House”
In this updated version of Little Red Riding Hood, Dora and Boots set off through the woods to deliver a basket of treats to Dora’s Abuela to help her get over her cold. Dora’s mother warns her, “Watch out for that sneaky fox, Swiper. He’ll try to swipe the basket of treats.” Dora also has to find a way over the Bumpy Bridge and across Turtle River.

Show 113: “Surprise!”
It’s Boots’ birthday! Dora tells him that all his friends are waiting at her house to give Boots a big party. To reach Dora’s house, they’ll have to climb a long flight of Stairs and cross the Troll Bridge.

Show 114: “Sticky Tape”
“Sticky Taaaaape!” Benny the Bull needs some Sticky Tape in a hurry. His hot air balloon is leaking, and he’s floating toward Crocodile Lake! Dora and Boots rush off to rescue their friend. To catch up to Benny, they have to cross Windy River and climb over Slippery Rock. Can they reach Benny in time to plug the hole in his balloon?

Show 115: “Bouncing Ball”
Boots buys a super blue bouncy bouncy ball at the toy store, but it bounces off down the hill. To catch the ball, Dora and Boots jump like frogs over the Mud, and solve a very bouncy riddle at the Troll Bridge, only to see Swiper the fox toss the ball into the Volcano! When the Volcano blows sky high, Dora and Boots are in for a big surprise--and a very happy ending.

Show 116: “Backpack!”
Dora remembers the first time she met her wonderful friend Backpack.... Backpack is helping Dora carry her books back to the Library. Can they solve the Troll’s riddle at the Troll Bridge, avoid a mischievous raincloud, climb the big Rock, and reach the Library before it closes?

Show 117: “Bugga Bugga”
Dora and Boots are bug hunting in the forest when they come upon Mama Bugga Bugga struggling under the weight of a big cookie. Our heroes offer to help her bring the cookie home so she can feed her 10 Bugga Bugga babies. To get Mamma Bugga Bugga home, they’ll face a bug-trapper flower in Isa’s Garden, and lurking spiders in a huge Spider Web maze.
Show 118: “Fish Out of Water”
Dora and Boots are at the beach hunting for seashells when they find a little baby fish trapped in a tide pool. Dora and Boots determine to bring the baby fish home. First, they’ll have to climb over King Crab’s Sandcastle, then take a submarine ride with Val the Octopus. It’s an underwater adventure that will take them all the way to the bottom of the Ocean.

Show 119: “Little Star”
Dora and Boots are getting ready to make a wish on the first star in the sky when the star falls! Now it’s up to Dora and Boots to bring Little Star back home to the Moon, so everyone can make their wish. They’ll have to take Little Star over the Troll Bridge, and past Tico’s Tree, but can they get the star all the way back into the sky?

Show 120: “Dora Saves the Prince”
A storybook wicked witch banishes a young prince to the High Tower. Dora and Boots jump into the book to save the Prince! Armed with the magic word “Abre,” Dora and Boots must make it through the Big Gate, across Crocodile Lake, and get to the High Tower in time to save the Prince. But watch out for that witch!

Show 121: “El Coqui”
In this version of the famous Puerto Rican legend, Dora and Boots find a sad, homesick little coqui who’s lost his voice. Dora and Boots offer to take the frog home to his island so he can sing again. To get to Coqui’s Island, they have to make it past the Echo Bush, and across the Ocean.

Show 122: “The Chocolate Tree”
Abuela tells Dora and Boots about a magical Chocolate Tree that lived near her house when she was a little girl. Dora and Boots set off into the forest to find Abuela’s tree. They’ll have to journey through a Jungle, and past a Bear’s Cave. When they reach the Tree, they’ll find the Chocolate Tree has a special gift for Abuela.

Show 123: “Te Amo”
El Mago, a mean magician, casts a spell on King Popo and Queen Maria, turning them into mountains so they can never be together. Can our heroes break the spell? They’ll have to fix a shattered Bridge, and find their way through a maze of Rocks. Then they’ll have to climb the mountains and call to each other, “Te Amo!”

Show 124: “Pablo’s Flute”
When young Pablo loses his magic flute, a terrible drought hits his family’s farm. Dora and Boots find Pablo’s flute, and hurry off to return it to Pablo on his Mountain. To get to Pablo’s Mountain, first they’ll have to go over the Windy Bridge, then through the Spooky Forest.

Show 125: “To the Treehouse”
Dora and Boots keep running into friends in need of help. Turns out the other animals are all headed to a big party at the Treehouse. They beg Dora and Boots to come too. To get to the Treehouse, Dora and Boots will have to cross Crocodile Lake, then go over the Stone Wall, and that’s how they’ll reach the party at the Treehouse.
Show 126: “Call Me Mr. Riddles”
Boots is thrilled to hear about the riddle contest today at the Tall Mountain. Who can solve the silliest riddle? Boots is sure he can. To get to the Tall Mountain, first Dora and Boots will have to solve the troll’s riddle at the Troll Bridge, then play knock-knock at the Knock Knock Door. But when they finally reach the Tall Mountain, will they be able to solve the silliest riddle?

Season 2:

Show #201: “The Big Storm”
Uh oh! A Big Storm Cloud is coming. Dora and Boots have to warn all their friends in the forest to get home fast so the Big Storm Cloud doesn’t rain on them and get them wet. With Boots sounding the alarm on his horn, our heroes foil the mean cloud. And get home in time for two steaming cups of hot chocolate with Mamá — and a beautiful rainbow.

Show #202: “¡Rápido, Tico!”
Boots can’t wait for a super duper toy fire truck that’s coming in the mail. But when the package arrives, the box is empty! Seems the toy fell out and is now sitting far away on top of Snowy Mountain. Can Dora and Boots reach Snowy Mountain before Swiper the sneaky fox? Only with the help of their heroic friend Tico the Squirrel who comes riding to the rescue with everything from a choo-choo to a bicycle-powered plane.

Show #203: “The Magic Stick”
The stick, the stick, the Magic Stick! Dora and Boots find a magic stick and according to the wise old Tree Frog, it’s up to our two young heroes to go to the top of the Highest Hill to make the stick do its magic trick.

Show #204: “The Missing Piece”
¡Falta algo! Something’s missing! Dora and Boots meet a wizard, El Encantador, who’s missing his magic wand! Dora and Boots set off to find El Encantador’s wand so he can do his magic. To find the wizard’s wand, they’ll have to ride in a rocketship all the way to the end of the rainbow.

Show #205: “Lost Squeaky”
Squeaky, squeaky! What’s that sound? It’s Squeaky, Boots’s adorably squeezable new bath toy. But when Boots loses Squeaky, we all have to head to the Gooey Geyser to get him back.

Show #206: “Rojo, The Fire Truck”
Meet Rojo, the newest, shiniest red fire truck. Rojo invites our heroes along as he goes on his very first rescue mission — to help a kitten who’s stuck in a tree.

Show #207: “Lost Map”
Who do we ask for help when we don’t know which way to go? The Map! But today the Map gets mistaken for a stick by a goofy bird. The bird flies Map all the way to his nest on top of Tallest Mountain. Dora and Boots have to draw their own map as they set off to rescue their good friend.
Show #208: “El Día De Las Madres”
It’s Mother’s Day, and Dora wants to help Papi bake Mamá a special cake. But three key ingredients are missing: bananas, nuts and chocolate. With Boots’s help, Dora sets out to gather the missing ingredients so that Papi can finish making the yummy treat. Then it’s time for a big mother’s day party with all of Dora’s friends — and all of their mommies — there to celebrate!

Show #209: “The Golden Explorers”
Go-go-go-golden Explorers! Dora and her friends have formed a soccer team and are playing the big Dinosaurs. Can Dora kick the ball into the net and score a goal?

#210 “A Present For Santa”
¡Feliz Navidad! It’s Christmas Eve, and Dora and Boots are going all the way to the North Pole to deliver a present to Santa. They’ll have to get over the snowy mountains and across an icy river, but by the end of the journey everyone will be filled with the spirit of giving. Even Swiper.

#211 “Doctor Dora”
Achoo, achoo! What’s that sound? Benny the Bull has the sneezes. It’s Doctor Dora to the rescue as she sets off to Benny’s Barn for a house call. Along the way, Dora and Boots treat boo boos and hand out stickers and lollipops to help her other friends feel better.

#212 “Pinto, The Pony Express”
Yee haw! Cowgirl Dora and Cowboy Boots are riding through the Wild West on Pinto the Pony Express. They have to deliver a special package of cowboy cookies to Benny the Bull. But they’ll have to be on the lookout for Swiper, because that fox sure loves cowboy cookies!

#213 “León, The Circus Lion”
Dora and Boots meet León, a friendly lion who wants to join the circus. They pedal on a unicycle, tightrope walk and skate their way to the Big Top, so León can become a circus lion and do all his tricks.

#214 “The Big Piñata”
Step right up and join the fiesta! Dora and Boots are trying to win the grand prize – the Big Piñata! They need to collect 10 yellow tickets by playing carnival games and rides. When they reach the Big Piñata, everyone shares in the shower of goodies and treats.

#215 “The Happy Old Troll”
We all have something that makes us happy, even the Grumpy Old Troll! Dora and Boots set off on a quest to find all the things that make the Grumpy Old Troll happy, so he can do his happy dance.

#216 “Super Map”
Map finds a red cape and becomes super hero for the day. He can jump, he can fly, he can blow clouds away with a single, super breath! He’s Super Map! When Dora’s mommy calls her home, Dora and Boots need to get home fast. Who is this a job for? Super Map! Only Super Map can show us the way to super jump through the jungle and travel safely down the river to get to Dora’s house for a super surprise.
#217 “A Letter For Swiper”
Nothing can stop Dora and Boots; they will not fail! Their job is to deliver the mail! Dora and Boots are mail carriers and they need to deliver all the letters, even one to Swiper the Fox! They outrun chickens, get through falling nuts, and fight their way through a snowstorm to deliver Swiper’s letter at Blueberry Hill.

#218 “To The Monkey Bars”
Dora has tried and tried, but she’s never been able to climb all the way across the monkey bars. Dora and Boots set off for Play Park so Dora can give it another try. They do the “Yes We Can” march over the Troll Bridge and up the Windy Hill to Play Park. Can Dora make it all the way across the monkey bars this time? Yes, she can!

#219 “Dora, La Música”
C’mon and join the musical parade! Dora and Boots are leading a *parranda* over the Piano Bridge and through the Swinging Gate to free the instruments that were locked up by the evil Señor Shhh!

#220 “Hide And Go Seek”
Dora and her friends are super good at hiding, especially Señor Tucán when he hides in the Rain Forest. If we can find all 8 friends, Señor Tucán promises to introduce us to his new baby toucans. Ready or not, let’s go find them!

#221 “Click!”
*Finding the animals, that’s a good trick! If you see an animal, aim and say “click!”* Dora the Photographer and her assistant, Boots, set off with a new camera to take pictures of wild animals for a photo contest. To win, they need to take a picture of a sloth, a mountain goat, and a fox – Swiper the Fox. Oooo! It’ll be hard to take his picture. He’s so quick!

#222 “Egg Hunt”
Eggs are hiding! It’s springtime, and Dora and Boots are going on an egg hunt. They’re hunting for *cascarones* – special eggs with confetti and prizes inside. Mommy and Papi hid 12 eggs altogether, and the Big Yellow Egg has the biggest prize of all. But watch out for Swiper the Fox, because he’ll try to swipe those *cascarones*!

#223 “Super Spies”
Dora and Boots are Super Spies on a top-secret mission: they have to stop Swiper from swiping Isa’s cupcakes. Spy gadgets - everything from rocket sneakers to a Swiper detector - will help them find their way safely through the Hidden Door and across the Secret Jungle. Will they reach Isa’s cupcakes in time to stop Swiper?

#224 “School Pet”
Boots is visiting Dora’s classroom when they notice that the school pet, a cute and cuddly hamster named Mimo, is missing from his cage. Oh no! It’s up to Dora and Boots to rescue him! They climb, swing and slide their way through the Jungle to reach Mimo at the Pyramids and bring him home safe and sound.

Show #225 “Whose Birthday Is It?”
“Happy Birthday to you,” plays the Birthday Balloon as it floats by high in the sky. There’s going to be a birthday party – but… whose birthday is it? Join Dora and Boots as they go over Cupcake Mountain and across Sneezing Snake Lake to join the party at Play Park. You’ll never guess whose birthday it is!
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Show #226 “Quack! Quack!”
When Dora and Boots color in a picture of Mami Duck and her eggs, their coloring book magically comes to life and the eggs start to hatch. Suddenly, the wind blows one of Mami Duck’s eggs away. Oh no! It’s up to Dora and Boots to jump into the coloring book and bring the newly hatched Baby Duck back home to his mami. Our heroes use all their crayons as they color their way through el Mercado – the Market – and across Rainbow Bridge to the Duck Pond where they help Baby Duck paddle safely home.

Season 3:

Show #301: “Dora Had A Little Lamb”
Mary had a Little Lamb, but now Little Lamb is lost. Dora and Boots jump into a big book of Nursery Rhymes to bring Little Lamb back to her best friend, Mary. Along the way to Mary’s House, Dora, Boots and Little Lamb pick pickled peppers with Peter Piper, help the Itsy Bitsy Spider climb up the Water Spout, ride a cow over the Moon, put Humpty Dumpty back together again, and even catch a ride in a motorized bath tub. Rub-a-dub-dub!

Show #302: “Stuck Truck”
Calling all trucks! Boots sure loves trucks. When Ice Cream Truck gets stuck in the muck at Play Park, Dora and Boots are off to the rescue. Boots uses his truck phone to call his other truck friends for help along the way. Once we get Ice Cream Truck unstuck, it’s ice cream for everyone at Play Park.

Show #303: “Louder!”
What are we going to do? Cockledoodledoo! Dora and Boots help their friend, Red Rooster, get to the Highest Hill so he can wake up the Sun. Along the way we practice making lots of noise. We wake up the frogs, the boat, the pigs – and the Sun just in time for morning. ¡Buenos días!

Show #304: “Roberto The Robot”
Dora and Boots meet Roberto, a very cool robot with a tool belt, flashing lights, stretching powers and super strength. But Roberto’s lost! To help Roberto back to his Grandpa’s House, we all do the Robot Walk and fix Railroad Bridge before the train comes!

Show #305: “The Big Potato”
Benny the Bull finds a magic wand and turns himself into a potato by mistake. Oh no! It’s up to Dora and Boots to bring their potato friend back to the Young Wizard so that he can change Benny back into a bull again. We travel through a Magic Garden, tiptoe past a Sleeping Dragon and ride on a Unicorn to the Wizard’s Castle. Wickety, wackety, wull! Turn the potato into a bull!

Show #306: “Journey to the Purple Planet”
Blast into outer space as Dora and Boots set off to bring 5 stranded space creatures back home to the Purple Planet. Take a wild ride on a rocketship, travel through the Milky Way, catch a ride on a comet, and go past the Space Rocks to bring Finky, Inky, Plinky, Dinky and Al back home.

Show #307: “The Lost City”
Where do toys go when they’re lost? To the Lost City! But the Lost City is really hard to find. Dora and Boots are on an Indiana Jones-like adventure as they race through the Number Pyramid and take a quick shortcut to the Jumbled Jungle. If we can find the Lost City, Dora can get back her lost teddy bear, and all her friends can get back their lost treasures!
Show #308: “Meet Diego!”
Meet Diego, Dora’s super cool cousin. Diego works at the Animal Rescue Center. He can make animal noises and talk to wild animals! Suddenly, Baby Jaguar calls for help. Meow! Meow! She’s stuck by the edge of a waterfall! To save her, we’ll zip-cord through the Rainforest, move like the animals, and learn to talk to howler monkeys, snakes, condors, dolphins, and baby bears, too!

Show #309 “Save the Puppies”
Woof! Woof! Dora and Boots have a new video game called “Save the Puppies.” A mean dogcatcher has locked up all the puppies in the Doggie Cages. To save them, Dora and Boots super jump into the video game. Can you count with Dora and Boots all the way to 100 to save the puppies?

Show #310 “¡Por Favor!”
Dora and Boots read a fairy tale about a young kinkajou – a cute and cuddly forest creature – who is destined to be king. But the kinkajou loses his crown because he doesn’t know the magic words, “por favor.” Dora and Boots set off to tell the kinkajou the magic words. Along the way, we encounter knights and dragons, and talking drawbridges. But nothing will stop us because we know the magic words. What do we say? “¡Por favor!”

Show #311: “Baby Dino”
Dora, Boots and Diego need to bring a giant baby dinosaur home to his mommy at Dino Island. It’s a prehistoric adventure through a land of dinosaurs. Tiptoe past a T-Rex, meet a Compsagnathus – the world’s smallest dinosaur – and cheer for Baby Dino as we help him get home.

Show #312: “Boots’ Special Day”
Today, Boots gets to do anything he wants, because it’s his special day! Un día especial. Boots most favorite thing in the whole world is to visit his daddy at work. To get there, Boots chooses a journey that includes all the special things he loves to do, like leading a Big Drum Parade and visiting Diego’s Animal Center. By the time Boots gets a big hug from his daddy, he will have had the best day ever!

Show #313: “To the South Pole”
Rescue Truck arrives at Diego’s Animal Center to deliver a cute, little animal that’s really lost: a penguin! It’s up to Dora, Boots and Diego to bring Pingüino all the way back home to the South Pole. They’re off on an epic adventure, travelling by prop plane, expedition boat and snowmobile to reunite Pingüino with his mamá and papá. Orc! Orc!

Show #314: “Dora Saves the Game”
Dora’s cousin Daisy is playing in a big soccer game that’s showing on TV. But Daisy’s team is short a player. Daisy appeals to Dora to come play on her team and save the game. Run, Dora, run! ¡Corre, Dora, corre! Dora runs, jumps, and chin-ups her way through the jungle with crocodiles at her heels, and practices all her super soccer moves as she hurries to the stadium. Will Dora make it in time to save the game?
Show #315: “BOO!”
_Halloween, Halloween, trick or treat. Our costumes can’t be beat!_ It’s Halloween, and Dora and Boots are out trick-or-treating when a cute Little Monster surprises them. Dora and Boots help Little Monster hurry home before the arrow on the big clock strikes 12. It’s a spooky journey as we find pumpkins that match to get out of the Pumpkin Patch, and take a ride on a broomstick through the Good Witch’s Forest. We reach the Monster House as the clock strikes 12 – just in time for a Halloween Party!

Show #316: “What Happens Next?”
What comes after “The End”? Dora and Boots are finishing a fairy tale, and reach the end of the story. They wonder what happens next. Dora and Boots use their imagination to continue the story and set off on an adventure to bring the King’s mommy back home. They will need to be brave and fearless, because their journey through fairy tale land will take them past bears, a giant and a dragon!

Show #317: “Rescue, Rescue, Rescue”
Oh no! Three of our friends are in trouble. Baby Jaguar is stuck in a tree, Isa is stuck in a big sand hole, and Benny is stuck in his balloon on top of the Gooey Geyser. Who do we have to rescue first? Dora and Boots need our help to put the steps to each rescue plan in the right order to save all three friends in time. But we’ll have to be really really fast – the fastest ever! Take a deep breath in, breath out, and – GO!

Show #318: “Boots Dino”
It’s bedtime, and Dora and Boots are having a sleepover. Dora has her teddy bear, Osito, but Boots can’t find his cuddly dinosaur. Oh no! His dinosaur must have fallen out of his bag at Play Park. On the way to Play Park, we help Diego put the baby animals to sleep by singing a Spanish lullaby, and help find all of Benny’s stuffed animals that Swiper swiped at Benny’s Barn. Then Dora and Boots soar up to Play Park in a balloon, traveling high in the sky where we see our friend, Little Star, and make a wish to find Boots’ dinosaur. With our help, Boots finds his cuddly dinosaur at Play Park just in time for bed. ¡Buenas noches! Good night!

Show #319: “The Super Silly Fiesta”
_Bawk! It’s fiesta time!_ Dora and Boots are invited to the Big Red Chicken’s Super Silly Fiesta! There will be silly snacks, silly games, silly hats and even silly dancing. But, oh no! The Big Red Chicken lost his party cake! Dora and Boots set off to save the fiesta. It’s a giggle-filled journey as they help Diego and his mixed-up animals, get the Grumpy Old Troll to laugh by making silly faces, and take a ride on Tico’s amazing car-plane-copter-frog-mobile. When we reach the Super Silly Fiesta, we help Dora and Boots find the Big Red Chicken’s cake. You’ll never guess the silly place where he left it – on his head!

Show #320: “I’ve Got A Hole In My Boot”
Uh oh! Boots has a hole – un hoyo – in his boot! But Dora knows what to do. They can go to the Super Duper Fix-It Machine to fix it right up! Along the way, we collect friends who also have things with holes: Tico’s got a hole in his tire, Benny’s got a hole in his boat and the Grumpy Old Troll’s got a hole in his purple pants. Even Map has a hole in his map that needs to be fixed today. With squink and a ploink and a rickety-pop, the Fix-It Machine can fix anything right up!
Show #321: “Baseball Boots”
Boots loves baseball. He loves to run and catch and throw, but so far he’s never gotten a hit. Boots is determined to get his first hit. Dora and Boots have a big baseball game today. With our help, not only will Boots get his first hit, he’ll hit a home run!

Show #322: “Best Friends”
Happy Best Friends Day! Today’s a special day for best friends to play together. Boots and Dora decide to meet for a picnic to celebrate. Boots is bringing chocolate; Dora is bringing yummy strawberries. But it’s up to the viewer to help the two best friends meet at Rainbow Rock. When they reach Rainbow Rock for their Best Friends Day picnic, they share strawberries dipped in chocolate. ¡Delicioso!

Show #323: “ABC Animals”
A is for armadillo, but where are the rest of the animals in the ABC book? They’re missing! Dora and Boots jump into the giant alphabet book to help the little armadillo solve the mystery. On our journey from A to Z, we jump over the jelly at J and slide down a Slippery Slide at S. When we unzip the zipper at the letter Z, all the animals happily come tumbling out. It’s a surprise party for armadillo!

Show #324: “Jobs Day”
What do you want to be when you grow up? On today’s adventure, Dora and Boots get to try all sorts of jobs – from a pilot to a chef to an archeologist. But what will Dora decide to be when she grows up?

Show #325 & #326: “Pirate Adventure” DTV SPECIAL
Yo ho ho! Dora and Boots and all their friends are putting on a pirate show today for their mommies and daddies. The show’s just about to start, when the Pirate Piggies sail in and take their treasure chest filled with costumes. Oh no! Without their pirate costumes, they can’t put on the show. Dora, Boots and their friends set off on a musical adventure to get their costumes back so the show can go on! We sing as we sail across the Seven Seas and through the Singing Gate all the way to Treasure Island.

Dora Season 4 Show Summaries: #401-#422

#401 — “Star Catcher”:
Abuela gives Dora a special Star Pocket to catch Explorer Stars, and Dora sets out to become a Star Catcher! With Boots’s help, she soon catches her first Explorer Star: Woo-hoo, the peekaboo star. But Swiper swipes the Star Pocket and ties it to a balloon that floats all the way up to Cloud Castle. Will Dora and Boots be able to get Woo-hoo and the Star Pocket back from the Prince of the Castle? You bet they will! But they’ll need the help of other Explorer Stars — Glowy (the bright light star), Saltador (the jumping star), Noisy Star (the loudest star) and Morph (the Explorer Star that can change its shape)!

#402 — “Dora’s First Trip”:
Dora tells the story of how she first met Boots. On their very first adventure, Dora and Boots have to bring instruments back to the Fiesta Trio so they can play for the cranky Queen Bee. Along the way, Dora and Boots meet and befriend Tico, Isa, and Benny, and of course, they’ll have to learn to watch out for that sneaky fox, Swiper!
### #403 — “Star Mountain”:
Swiper swipes Dora’s favorite necklace and flings it all the way to the top of Star Mountain! To get to the peak, Dora and Boots need to run up the Star Steps, climb up the Diamond, and make it through ice, wind and snow! Dora and Boots won’t give up! They try and try again with the help of Explorer Stars Glowy (the bright light star), Tool Star (the star with all the cool gadgets), and Saltador (the jumping star)!

### #404 — “Super Spies: The Swiping Machine (Part 2)”:
Swiper’s invented a Super Swiping Machine and he’s going to swipe Tico’s birthday presents! Super Spies Dora and Boots to the rescue! Loaded up with new spy gadgets and helped by Dora’s Super Spy cousin Diego, the duo zoom off on their top-secret mission down the Underground River, through the Twisty Tunnel, and finally to Tico’s Party. Will our Super Spies prevail over Swiper and his Super Swiping contraption?

### #405 — “La Maestra de Música”:
“Hola, hola! Hello, Hello!/ It’s a great day for school/ You know!” Boots’s music teacher, la maestra de música, needs to get to school in a hurry — but her bicycle is broken! How is she ever going to get to school on time with all her instruments in tow? Dora and Boots can help! All three set off on a musical adventure through the Town, over Musical Mountain, and finally to the School. And they get there just in time to greet the students with a song!

### #406 — “Daisy, la Quinceañera”:
It’s Dora’s cousin Daisy’s 15th birthday party, her quinceañera! But the party can’t start without Dora and Boots — they need to teach everybody the mambo! Can Dora and Boots get past the Barn, go through the Rainforest, and make it to Daisy’s Party on time? They’ll need YOUR help! Everybody mambo, mambo, mambo!

### #407 — “Save Diego!”:
Dora’s cousin Diego protects and defends all the animals in the rainforest. But in order to save a Baby Condor, Diego winds up trapped himself. And now he needs OUR help! ¡No te preocupes, Diego! It’s Dora, Boots and all the rainforest creatures to the rescue!

### #408 — “Baby Jaguar’s Roar”:
Oh no! Baby Jaguar’s best friend, Baby Bear, is stuck on a ledge atop Bear Mountain — and the ledge is cracking! With Baby Jaguar leading the way, Dora, Boots and Diego race to the rescue! We move like jaguars through the Jungle, swim like jaguars down Río Rápido, and climb like jaguars up Bear Mountain. Finally, with our help, Baby Jaguar roars for the first time and saves Baby Bear!

### #409 — “A Crown for King Bobo”:
Dora and Boots set out to help King Juan el Bobo find his crown so we can all go to his Mami’s birthday party. Where did the forgetful king put his crown? It’s a silly adventure as we sing to the snapping crocodiles, run past the fountain without getting splashed, and say “bananapants” to the wild turkeys to make them laugh. In the end, King Juan remembers everything and makes it to his Mami’s party on time and intact.
#410 — “Dora’s Got a Puppy”:
Abuela gives Dora and Boots a present for Dora’s new puppy, but they’ll have to watch out for Swiper, who’s got a bunch of new swiping tricks up his sleeves. He builds a swiping Robot Butterfly, he hides inside a Submarine Fish, and he disguises himself as a Dancing Tree. It seems as if Swiper will do anything to swipe the present. But what will happen when Swiper finds out the present is for a puppy? The surprise ending must be seen to be believed!

#411 — “Big Sister Dora”:
Dora has some really exciting news to tell us: Someone new is joining Dora’s family! Someone who sleeps in a cradle, drinks from a bottle, wears diapers, and likes to be rocked to sleep. Can you guess who it is? That’s right! A baby! Dora’s Mami is having a baby! Maybe it’s a boy…or maybe it’s a girl. Dora and Boots have to get home quickly to find out!

#412 — “Boots to the Rescue”:
Oh, no! Dora left her music homework in Boots’s room. It’s a song in English and Spanish, and she needs Boots to bring it to her school so she can sing it to the class. On his trip, Boots learns new Spanish words as he races through the Up and Down Jungle, past the Robot House, and all the way to Dora at her school. Will you help Boots make it to Dora’s school on time?

#413 — “Super Babies!”
Dora’s baby brother and sister just love bananas, but they also love stories! So Dora tells them a Super Babies story! The Super Babies have to get their bananas back from that Super Villain Swiper the Fox. The Super Babies can Super Hear and they can Super See, they can Super Fly, and they can Super Cry. But will the Super Babies and their mighty powers prove any match for Swiper? You’ll have to Super See to find out!

#414 — “We’re the Best Team Ever”:
Dora and all her friends are at the Super Adventure Race! To win the race, they have to make it across the Troll’s tricky Bridge, past the Volcano filled with gooey balls, over the giant Wall, and all the way to the finish line. But the team needs you to help them win the medals! Will you join the team and help Dora, Boots, Benny, Tico and Isa?

#415 — “The Mixed-Up Seasons”
It’s summertime, and Dora and Boots are having a blast at the beach. But suddenly, they encounter the strangest sight — a snowman in Summer? What’s wrong with this picture? Oh, no! The snowman is going to melt away if they don’t hurry and take him home to Winter! Map lays out the way to all four seasons and off they go, rescuing other misplaced creatures along the way: A flower in Winter, a Jack-o-Lantern in Spring, and a Crab in Fall. It’s a colorful adventure across the seasons!

#416: "The Shy Rainbow"
Dora and Boots are hiking on Rainbow Rock when they come across a shy rainbow, Arco Iris, hiding behind a waterfall. Just then, from high above Rainy Mountain, the Sun calls out that he needs a rainbow to shine in the sky -- and fast. But Arco Iris has never been up in the sky before where everyone else can see him. Dora and Boots assure the little rainbow that he is the most magnificent rainbow of them all. ¡Qué bello! Encouraged by their compliments, Arco Iris agrees to take the job -- his first ever. Now Dora and Boots need to help him get to Rainy Mountain so he can shine in the sky. But to get to Rainy Mountain, they have to go over the Troll Bridge and across Sneezing Snake Lake...and they better hurry! Will you help Arco Iris get to Rainy Mountain so he can shine in the sky?
#417: "Baby Crab"
Dora and Boots are having a blast at the beach when all of a sudden they hear a call for help. It's a baby crab stuck in a net! He was on his way to his mommy to bring her a present -- a beautiful necklace made of shells -- when he got stuck. With our help, Dora finds a pair of scissors inside Backpack and quickly frees Baby Crab. But as he scurries off, Baby Crab realizes he's forgotten which way to go. Will you help Dora and Boots take Baby Crab through the Squishy Squid's Musical Sand Castle, over a mountain of rhythmically Snapping Clams, and across the ocean to his Mami on Crab Island? You'll have to shake your body like a crab!

#418: "Swiper, the Explorer"
Dora and Boots are playing catch when they discover a lost Baby Fox. And he wants his mommy! Just then, Swiper shows up to swipe Boots' superball. But when Swiper sees Baby Fox, he takes heart...and offers to help bring him home to his Mami! Wow! Swiper wants to help! That's so great! So off go Dora, Boots and Swiper to bring Bebé Zorrito back to his Fox Hole. With Swiper's help, they scoot past the volcano, over the Prickers and Thorns, and then find Bebé Zorrito's Mami at the Fox Hole. Swiper even learns to say "Thank you"! Wow! It's Swiper the Explorer to the rescue!

#419: "Catch the Babies"
It's a bright, sunny morning, and Dora wants to say hello to her baby brother and sister. But when Dora gets to their room, she sees that the babies have climbed into their baby carriage and are heading downhill straight toward the Gooey Geyser. Oh, no! Dora and her Mami and Papi give chase as the carriage speeds past the Farm and its many animals, then cuts across the Garden with its various plants and paths. Then, as the babies approach the Gooey Geyser, Dora's relatives all join in the chase: Look! there's Abuela! And Tío and Tía! And Dora's cousins, Diego and Daisy! Will Dora and her family catch the babies before they get gooed?

#420: "Dora and Diego to the Rescue!"
Dora and her cousin Diego are on off on a high-speed, around-the-world adventure to save Boots the monkey! Boots has been carried away on his giant kite by a mighty wind, and now Dora and Diego are chasing after him. They'll need YOUR help as they cross the Ocean atop a whale, swing through trees with singing gorillas, run across the Tall Grass with giraffes, zebras, elephants, hippos, and lions, and finally reach Polar Bear Mountain. There, they find Boots and his kite stuck atop a tree...with a polar bear circling beneath it. Luckily, Diego has his Rescue Pack that can transform into anything they need! Rescue Pack transforms into a rocket sled and Diego and Dora blast off to catch Boots. But will they save him in time?

# 421/422: “DORA’S FAIRYTALE ADVENTURE” part one and two

#997 – “DANCE TO THE RESCUE” (Direct to Video - HOUR SPECIAL)
#998 - (combo of episodes 421/422) “DORA’S FAIRYTALE ADVENTURE”
Dora and Boots are exploring in the forest when they discover the gate to Fairy-Tale Land and enter this magical place. But...there’s a mean witch who lives in Fairy-Tale Land. And when Boots eats a banana from the witch’s fruit tree, poof! Boots turns into—Sleeping Boots! There’s only one way to break the witch’s spell and wake up Sleeping Boots. Boots must get a hug from a true princess. The 7 dwarfs suggest that Dora could become a true princess herself! First, she must find the red ring which is hidden deep inside the Dragon’s Cave. Next Dora has to teach the Giant Giant’s rocks to sing. Then Dora has to turn winter into spring. Finally Dora faces her last test--the hardest test of all. To become a true princess, Dora must bring the moon to the Queen and King. Will Dora pass the last test, turn into a true princess, and wake Sleeping Boots?

#999 – “THE PIRATE ADVENTURE” (Direct to Video - HOUR SPECIAL)
Yo ho ho! Dora and Boots and all their friends are putting on a pirate show today for their mommies and daddies. The show's just about to start, when the Pirate Piggies sail in and take their treasure chest filled with costumes. Oh no! Without their pirate costumes, they can't put on the show. Dora, Boots and their friends set off on a musical adventure to get their costumes back so the show can go on! We sing as we sail across the Seven Seas and through the Singing Gate all the way to Treasure Island.